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Introduction

Financial systems around the world have increased in both size and complex
ity over time and exert an ever growing influence over the business cycle and the
real economy. In this context, the 1980s marked the beginning of a new era, as
a process commonly referred to as ‘financialisation’ began to gather momentum.
Financialisation is a process that is characterised by changes within the financial
sector itself (change in the nature and operations of financial markets), as well as
by changes relative to other sectors (financial markets and tools become more
powerful and exert power on the real economy). What resulted from financialisa
tion is a complex yet fragile construction in which the financial system and econ
omy are closely intertwined. This forced economists and politicians alike to re
think the nexus between the financial system and economic growth in order to be
able to draft and implement new and effective policy measures that safeguard
economic prosperity on the basis of the financial system.

Even though more and more scholars conduct research in this area, the nexus
between the financial system and the real economy remains a mystery in many
ways. On first sight, it may appear paradoxical that scholars have put increasing
efforts into examining the nexus and yet, it is still seen as insufficiently re
searched. In spite of the large amount of research, there is a substantial amount of
unanswered questions and a lively debate with contrasting positions on basic
processes. Importantly, this is mainly due to the complexity of the relationship
between the financial system and the real economy. There are numerous factors
that influence either some part of the financial system or economic growth (eco
nomic development), or both. The nexus cannot be explained using a simple bi
factorial model, since most of the factors interact with each other and are bidirec
tional, time varying and dependent on the stage of development. At this point it
is important to acknowledge that the financial system is not a demon that needs
to be liquidated, but a vital set of tools that stimulates economic growth and al
lows economies to prosper. However, the positive impact of the financial system
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can only be fully realised if there are certain rules that prevent financial markets
from exerting negative influence on the economy.

The purpose of this paper is to explore, identify and characterise the relation
ship between the financial market and the real economy, and to amplify its un
derstanding. In order to achieve this goal, the following research question has
been formulated: What is the relationship between the financial system and eco
nomic growth?

The paper is organised as follows: Chapter 1 presents the theoretical frame
work of the analysis and presents the economic and financial variables used in
this paper. Chapter 2 comprises the methodology applied to conduct the analysis,
including model specification and information on the dataset and research de
sign. The empirical analysis and results can be found in chapter 3, which is fol
lowed by concluding remarks.

1. Theoretical framework

The model comprises one dependent variable, as well as a set of independent
variables. The dependent variable to measure economic growth is gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita based on purchasing power parity (GDPCAP).
GDPCAP represents “the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in
the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the
value of the products”1 divided by midyear population of each country.

As regards the independent variables, it is important to distinguish between
two types of variables that are used in the model of this paper. The first type is a
set of macroeconomic variables that are included as control variables and held
constant for each regression of a given panel. The second type comprises financial
variables that are utilised to measure the impact of the financial system on eco
nomic growth.

The first control variable is trade openness (OPEN), which is defined as “the
sum of exports and imports of goods and services”2.The next control variable is
investment (INV), also called gross fixed capital formation. It refers to changes in
the stock of companies’ fixed capital, and includes “land improvements [...];
plant, machinery, and equipment purchases”3, among others. Another variable
the model controls for is human capital (HC). The measure of human capital used
in this paper is an index of human capital per person, based on years of schooling

1 World Bank, World Development Indicators, http://data.worldbank.org/data catalog/world deve
lopment indicators [access: 27.12.2015].

2 Ibidem.
3 Ibidem.
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Barro and Lee4 and returns to education Psacharopoulos5.The last control variable
that will be included in the model is regulatory quality (REGQ). Regulatory quali
ty is represented by an index variable and “captures perceptions of the ability of
the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that
permit and promote private sector development”6.

The set of financial variables used in this paper can be divided into two groups:
variables in the first group measure the depth of the stock market and variables in
the second groupmeasure the depth of the banking system. Importantly, according
to economic theory, all six financial variables are expected to be positively related to
economic growth. The analysis will show to which extent this assumption holds
true for the dataset at hand. It has also been tested that both the banking system
and stock markets are independent factors of economic growth.

The first stock market variable is market capitalisation (MKTCAP), also
known as market value. It is defined as the “share price times the number of
shares outstanding (including their several classes) for listed domestic compa
nies”. The next variable is value of stocks traded (VALST). It is defined as the
“total number of shares traded, both domestic and foreign, multiplied by their
respective matching prices”7, where matching price refers to the price of each
share when it was traded. The last variable that will be used to measure stock
market performance is turnover ratio (TRNOVR). It refers to the value of shares
traded per period, as a percentage of market capitalisation for the same period. It
is a measure of both liquidity and transaction costs. The first banking system
variable is domestic credit provided by financial sector (CREDFS), which includes
all credit to various sectors on a gross basis, as well as credit to the central gov
ernment on a net basis, including by monetary authorities and deposit money
banks, finance and leasing companies, money lenders, insurance corporations,
pension funds, and foreign exchange companies”8.Domestic credit to private
sector by banks (CREDBS) refers to financial resources provided to the private
sector by depository corporations (which refers to commercial banks, but ex
cludes central banks ,“such as through loans, purchases of non equity securities,
and trade credits and other accounts receivable, that establish a claim for repay
ment”9.The last banking system variable is domestic credit provided to the pri
vate sector (CREDPS). It refers to financial resources provided to the private sec

4 R. Barro, J. W. Lee, Barro Lee Educational Attainment Dataset, http://www.barrolee.com [access:
24.02.2016].

5 G. Psacharopoulos, Returns to Investment in Education: A Global Update, “World Development” 1994,
vol. 22, no. 9, pp. 1325–1343.

6 World Bank, Regulatory Quality, http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/pdf/rq.pdf [15.03.2016].
7 World Bank, World Development Indicators...
8 Ibidem.

Ibidem.
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tor by financial corporations, such as “monetary authorities and deposit money
banks, as well as finance and leasing companies, money lenders, insurance corpo
rations, pension funds, and foreign exchange companies” .

2. Methodology

The methodology chapter builds upon and complements the preceding theo
ry chapter, specifies the central regression model, and explains how the list of
variables presented in the theory chapter is used in the model and analysis. The
analysis will be executed by means of a panel study, a special type of longitudinal
study in which data are collected from the same units over a given time period11.
The dataset comprises data on 11 variables from 74 countries for the time period
1988 2014. All data are extracted from the World Development Indicators and
Worldwide Governance Indicators, both provided by the World Bank, as well as
from the Penn World Table. The dataset covers countries from virtually all re
gions in the world, as well as from different stages of development. A total of ten
panels are analysed: Main, European Union (EU), eurozone (EZ), high income
countries (HIC), low and middle income countries (LMI), Organisation for Eco
nomic Co operation and Development (OECD), Latin and Middle America
(LMA), Middle East and North Africa (MENA), South Asia and East Asia (SAEA)
and Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS). As one can see, the
individual panels are established either along geographical lines (Middle East
and North Africa, for example), organisational/institutional lines (OECD, for ex
ample) or according to the level of development of a particular variable (high
income countries, for example).

The analysis is based on a dynamic model, which incorporates temporal de
pendency (lags) of the dependent variable as regressor. This simply means that
the dependent variable in period t is influenced by its own past performance, for
instance in t 1.In the context of economic growth analyses, dynamic models have
substantial advantages over static models, such as fixed effect and random effect
models. This paper estimates a one step dynamic model from panel data using
the dynamic Arellano Bond generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator.
The central regression model takes the following form:

where as dependent variable is the natural logarithm of GDP per
capita in panel in year , is the constant, and are parameters to be

10 Ibidem.
E. Babbie, The Practice of Social Research, Cengage Learning, Wadsworth 2010, p. 109.
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estimated (regression coefficients), is a matrix of control variables where all
variables except for REGQ are transformed to their natural logarithms, is the
natural logarithm of a financial variable, is a year specific fixed effect, is
a country specific fixed effect, and is the error term. The matrix of control vari
ables (X) contains INV, OPEN, HC and REGQ. FS stands for MKTCAP, VALST,
TRNOVR, CREDPS, CREDBS or CREDFS. Importantly, it has been confirmed
that there is no inter correlation between the variables that enter the model at the
same time. In other words, there is no inter correlation between the control varia
bles or between one of the control variables and the financial variables. The finan
cial variables are positively correlated with each other, but they enter the model
separately. The model used in this paper accounts for time dependency and is
specified in a way that six regressions will be run for each panel (one for each
financial system variable). The natural logarithm of variables is used when feasi
ble to eliminate as much noise as possible from the data. The regression will be
run using the xtabond command (Arellano Bond dynamic panel data estimation)
within the data analysis and statistical software Stata12.

3. Data analysis

This chapter presents the results of the analysis. The results show to which
extent different parts (variables) of the financial system impact economic growth.
Moreover, they help to identify possible patterns between panels. This
knowledge in turn helps in understanding economic development in various
groups of countries and offers valuable insights into how the relationship be
tween the financial system and the real economy looks like.

Tables 1 through 10 show the results of the GMM estimation for all ten panels
under analysis. The control variables are not presented in detail due to space
constraints. In short, it has been found that INV and OPEN are significant at the
1% level in all except three panels (MENA panel, SAEA panel and BRICS panel).
By contrast, HC and REGQ are somewhat less significant throughout the majority
of panels.

Table 1. Mainpanel Table 2. EUpanel
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In the main panel (Tab. 1), MKTCAP (significant at the 1% level), VALST
(significant at the 5% level) and TRNOVR (insignificant) have positive coeffi
cients, whilst CREDFS, CREDBS and CREDPS exhibit negative coefficients and
are significant at the 1% level. In the EU panel (Tab. 2), VALST is insignificant and
negative, and TRNOVR is significant at the 1% level and negative. This is in stark
contrast to MKTCAP, which is positive and significant at the 1% level. All three
banking variables are negative, but CREDBS is insignificant, whilst CREDFS and
CREDPS are significant at the 10% level.

Table 3. EZpanel Table 4. HICpanel

In the EZ panel (Tab. 3), MKTCAP and VALST are positive and significant at the
1% level and TRNOVR is positive but insignificant. The three banking variables are
negative, but insignificant. In the HIC panel (Tab. 4), CREDFS is negative and signifi
cant at the 5% level, whilst CREDBS and CREDPS are negative and significant at the
1% level. TRNOVR is negative and significant at the 5% level, VALST is positive but
insignificant andMKTCAP is positive and significant at the 1% level.

Table 5. LMIpanel Table 6. LMA panel

In the LMI panel (Tab. 5), CREDFS is negative and significant at the 1% level,
and CREDBS and CREDPS are negative and significant at the 5% level. MKTCAP
and VALST are positive and significant at the 5% level and TRNOVR is positive
and significant at the 1% level. The results of the LMA panel (Tab. 6) are remark
able in two ways: Firstly, MKTCAP is negative though insignificant and second
ly, CREDBS is positive and insignificant. In the majority of panels, MKTCAP is
significant and positive and CREDBS has a negative coefficient. VALST is found
to be positive but insignificant and TRNOVR is positive and significant at the 5%
level. CREDFS, (significant at the 5% level) and CREDPS (insignificant) exhibit
negative coefficients.

In the MENA panel(Tab. 7), all three banking system variables are negative
but insignificant, whilst MKTCAP is positive and significant at the 10% level, and
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VALST and TRNOVR are positive and significant at the 5% level. In the SAEA
panel (Tab. 8), MKTCAP is positive and significant at the 1% level, whilst VALST
is positive and insignificant and TRNOVR is negative and insignificant. CREDFS
and CREDPS are negative and insignificant, whilst CREDBS is positive and insig
nificant.

Table 7. MENApanel Table 8. SAEApanel

Table 9. BRICSpanel Table 10. OECDpanel

In the BRICS panel (Tab. 9), CREDFS is negative and significant at the 10%
level. CREDBS and TRNOVR are negative but insignificant, whilst CREDPS is
positive but insignificant. MKTCAP and VALST are positive and insignificant. In
the OECD panel (Tab. 10), MKTCAP is positive and significant at the 1% level,
VALST is negative but insignificant, TRNOVR is negative and significant at the
1% level, and all three banking variables are negative but insignificant.

Even though the results differ from panel to panel, some patterns are identifi
able across a vast majority of panels. As regards the financial variables, MKTCAP
is the best predictor of economic growth among the stock market variables, fol
lowed by VALST. TRNOVR is the weakest predictor of economic growth; how
ever, the results for both VALST and TRNOVR vary substantially between pan
els. Nonetheless, the stock market variables behave more or less as expected. By
contrast, the banking system variables exhibit negative coefficients in most cases.
What is more, the negative relationship between economic growth and the bank
ing system variables is often significant. The negative role of the banking system
is not a unique finding of this analysis, but rather a conclusion drawn by many
other scholars as well12.

. Mishra, P.K. Narayan, A Nonparametric Model of Financial System and Economic Growth, “Internatio
nal Review of Economics and Finance” 2015, vol. 39; A. De la Torre, A. Ize, S. Schmukler, Financial
Development in Latin America and the Carribbean: The Road Ahead, World Bank Publications, Washing
ton DC 2011; J. Arcand, E. Bereks, U. Panizza, Too Much Finance?, “Journal of Economic Growth”
2015, vol. 20, No. 2.
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Based on these findings, it can be claimed that the theory does not hold for all
countries and under all circumstances.

Conclusion

This paper has used the Arellano Bond generalized method of moments
(GMM) estimator based on panel data to illuminate the relationship between the
financial system and economic growth. The GMM estimator is a dynamic model
that incorporates temporal dependency (lags) of the dependent variable as re
gressor into the model.

In several panels, the results of the analysis deviate from what one would ex
pect based on economic theory. As regards the stock market variables, in a major
ity of panels market capitalisation is the most robust contributor to economic
growth. However, there are also panels for which the value of stocks traded or
the turnover ratio is a better predictor. As regards the banking variables, the re
sults are surprising on first sight, and contradict the theory presented in this pa
per. Whilst the theory presented assumed a positive relationship, the banking
variables exhibit negative coefficients in many cases. Importantly, the results of
this paper are largely in line with findings of previous contributions.

It is important to acknowledge that there is no universal answer to the formulat
ed research question. Instead, the relationship between the financial system and eco
nomic growth is very complex and dependent on multiple factors, which interact
with each other and may be bidirectional, time varying and dependent on the stage
of development or geographical location, for instance. Consequently, the question
would need to be answered individually for different panels or even countries.
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Summary

This paper investigates the relationship between the financial system and economic
growth. Understanding this nexus is important in order to draft and implement policy
measures that safeguard economic welfare based on sound financial markets. In spite of
the growing number of scholars who research in this area, there is a substantial amount
of unanswered questions and a lively debate with contrasting views on basic process
es.The main research question that will be answered in this paper is: What is the rela
tionship between the financial system and economic growth? This question also answers
which variables of the financial system have an impact on the real economy, which vari
ables are most relevant contributors to economic growth and if differences between
different groups of countries can be identified. The analysis is executed using the Arella
no Bond generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator based on panel data. The
dataset consists of macroeconomic control variables and financial stock market and
banking system variables from 74 countries over the time period 1988–2014. The results
vary substantially between the panels under analysis. At the same time it can be said,
that market capitalisation is the strongest predictor of economic growth. The analysis
further shows that the banking system variables are largely negatively correlated with
economic growth.

Keywords: economic growth, financial system, financialisation, GMM estimation, panel
analysis

ZWI ZEK POMI DZY SYSTEMEM FINANSOWYM I WZROSTEM
GOSPODARCZYM: ESTYMACJA GMMNA PODSTAWIE DANYCH
PANELOWYCH
Streszczenie
W artykule badana jest relacja zachodz ca mi dzy systemem finansowym a wzrostem
gospodarczym. Zrozumienie tej relacji jest bardzo wa ne przy opracowywaniu i wdra
aniu programów politycznych, maj cych na celu rozwój ekonomiczny oparty na solid
nej bazie rynków finansowych. Mimo coraz wi kszej liczby naukowców, którzy badaj
t dziedzin , znaczna ilo pyta pozostaje bez odpowiedzi, a o ywiona debata uwypu
kla przeciwstawne pogl dy na temat podstawowych procesów. G ówne pytanie badaw
cze brzmi: Jaki zwi zek wyst puje pomi dzy systemem finansowym a wzrostem gospo
darczym? To pytanie pozwala udzieli odpowiedzi tak e na to, jakie zmienne systemu
finansowego wp ywaj na realn gospodark , które zmienne uchodz za najistotniejsze
czynniki wzrostu gospodarczego, oraz czy mo na zidentyfikowa ró nice pomi dzy
ró nymi grupami krajów. Analiza zosta a przeprowadzona za pomoc uogólnionej
metody momentów (GMM) Arellano Bonda na podstawie danych panelowych. Zestaw
danych sk ada si ze zmiennych kontrolnych gospodarki oraz ze zmiennych finanso
wych z 76 krajów w okresie 1988–2014 r. Wyniki analizy ró ni si znacznie pomi dzy
panelami. Jednocze nie mo na stwierdzi , e kapitalizacja gie dowa jest najsilniejszym
czynnikiem wzrostu gospodarczego. Analiza pokazuje ponadto, e zmienne systemu
bankowego s negatywnie skorelowane ze wzrostem gospodarczym.


